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The Lottery Secrets THEY Don't Want You to Know...* * * LIMITED TIME OFFER! 50% OFF!

(Regular Price $5.99) * * ****** #1 Kindle Store Bestseller in Lotteries (Throughout 2014) ***** *****

#1 Kindle Store Bestseller in Statistics (Throughout 2014) *****Are you looking for tips, strategies,

secrets and insight into this supposed game of chance? Then you've come to the right place.

Because I'm here to show you what it takes to win the lottery.Hi, I'm Richard - a well-seasoned

professional lottery player with years of experience and hundreds of thousands in lottery earnings to

back that up. Yes, that's who I am now, but I wasn't always like that. I started out right where you

are - fascinated by the idea of winning the lottery, wistfully listing all the ways I could invest my

millions but with absolutely no idea how to push my chances ahead of anybody else's.All those

coins I was handing over to buy my tickets? I might just as well have been dropping them down the

drain.No book or resource I could find was really able to help me and I couldn't work out why - until I

built my own strategies through countless hours of studying the odds and investigating how and why

people are able to win. That's why I've written this book - because I now know how to give myself

the greatest possible chance of winning the lottery. I want to share that expertise with you, so that

you can experience that incredible moment of clutching the winning ticket in your sweaty, trembling

hand.Give me ONE DAY and I'll make you TEN times more likely to win the lotteryAnd I'll do it for

less than the cost of a handful of lottery tickets. People will tell you that winning the lottery is just a

case of having good luck - but that's not the case at all. With the secrets to picking numbers and

playing the right games at your fingertips, you could be sitting pretty on a million-dollar prize in a

matter of weeks!Winning the lottery is possible, even if you're a complete beginnerEven if you've

never before played the lottery, I can show you how to increase your chances of winning with every

single play. I'll show you how to decipher the odds, pick the right games with the best jackpots and

understand what you've been missing all this time: what it takes to win.Within this guide, you'll

find:Hot, cold or indifferent? How to tell which numbers you should be picking every time.Which

numbers win more than others - and which lotteries give you the best chance of a big payout.How to

expand your lottery options to go international and online.How to cooperate with others to increase

your odds exponentially.If you don't buy this guide, you stand to lose THOUSANDS of $$$Even a

single lottery ticket costs money, and you're going to end up buying thousands waiting for your win.

If you don't know how to play the game properly, you stand to lose hundreds or even thousands of

dollars over time. I want to help you win millions to outright buy your luxury dream house, not waste

your mortgage money on pointless plays that never hit the right numbers.100% ironclad

money-back guaranteeIf you finish reading this book and you don't feel like you have a new and



improved strategy for winning big on the lottery, simply click one button within 7 days and  will return

100% of your money back. That's how confident I am that this book really WILL show you how to

beat the odds and win the jackpot.No risk, nothing to lose!Just scroll up and click the BUY NOW

button to start your journey to becoming a winner!
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This is the first book that I read about winning the lottery and I found that his system worked for me.

From the beginning of the year I never hit once but after reading and working on his system I hit a 3

number straight, a 3 number box, a 4 number box and 4 numbers on the powerball. They were not

the real big wins but they were wins so I found this book helpful, Thanks Richard.

This is definitely for the beginner. And for playing smaller games 35 number games. It is filled with

lots of valuable info for the first time player.I recommend putting this in paperback so the reader or

first time player has it for easy reference.On power ball you have to go back at least 30 previous

games to get the proper frequency.On mega millions go back 40 previous games to find



frequency.If you are trying to find winning numbers for power ball and mega millions you have to go

to at least 30 games back. Both. games use more than one machine to draw balls.Every month

there are 8 to 9 games drawn. So if every game is drawn from a different machine then you have to

go back further

I've been a long time player of the lottery, but never have had any luck until I bought this book. The

lottery is supposedly chosen at random, but as Henriksen has pointed out in this book there are

patterns which develop.As soon as I started using the tips in this book I instantly started hitting more

numbers. I get a few numbers every week now like clockwork. Last week I even got 4 numbers and

won a pretty descent chunk of change. I more than made back all the money I ever spent buying

tickets with plenty left over to splurge a few much needed gifts for myself.

Henriksen's book on how to win the lottery is superb!All these years I have been playing blindly,

relying solely on just luck (and I'm sure I'm not the only one!).The author presents us with some

fantastic advice to implement along with proven strategies and data regarding the winning of the

lottery.A must read if you play lotto :)

Before reading this book, I like most people thought the lottery to be just completely random.

However the author gives you details on patterns that arise over time with data study. It's easy to

read and well worth the money. The author also gives you several tips and techniques to follow in

order to capitalize on the patterns and improves your odds. I am definitely going to use these tips to

help me win.

Since I've stumbled upon this book, my life and perception of riches changed quite a bit. I'm not a

fanatic lotto player and I've always considered these kinds of games nothing more than waste of

time. Well after checking this little book out, I felt like I absolutely wanted to know more and I dove

into it. It's incredible how many real strategies and tactics are behind the game of lotto and its many

variations.This book definitely gave some solid methods and foundations to increase my winning

chances. Now it's even fun to implement them and try different kinds of lottery, thing that I would

have hardly considered before. I loved the chapter on the Laws of attraction, it really helped give a

whole new meaning to "playing" but also and most importantly it helped change my view on the

effectiveness of positive thinking and visualization.Highly recommended!



This is a short book, well-written, easy to understand. I have purchased other lottery books that I

could not understand at all so this was a breath of fresh air. I must admit that I was quite reluctant

before reading this book. Are there really tips and strategies to win the lottery? Well, it turns out that

it is possible. Henriksen, provides mathematical statistics to back up his theories, and he clearly

outlines a step by step guide to apply this knowledge in real life. He provides clear, precise,

straightforward advice on one of the toughest subjects This will be the 'bible' for lottery dabblers for

many years to come. I know I have mine and Iâ€™m winning.Thank you.

This was quite the interesting piece and I think the author did a great job. I never knew that you

could actually make money with the lottery, but reading this definitely opened my eyes.I have

always been an avid gambler and have been passionate about it as a hobby. Reading this has

taught me how to turn the odds in my favor and now my friends all think I may be on to something.I

suggest checking this book out if you like gambling and want to learn how to turn it into something

productive.Give it a whirl, it's definitely a valuable experience!
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